SOLUTIONS BRIEF

Machine data analytics for
Microsoft Azure
Turn Microsoft Azure data into business, operational and security insights

Moving to the cloud does not require sacrificing visibility or control over your infrastructure and applications. New tools and services
designed for the volume, variety and velocity of cloud-generated data provide real-time operational and security visibility into your
modern applications deployed to Microsoft Azure.

You moved your application to Azure because it was the right
platform to support your drive to innovate and compete. You need
to be able to offload the data center management headaches to
someone else so you can focus your time, energy and innovation
on building a great customer experience. So, after choosing a
cloud platform like Azure, why would you settle for analytics
solutions that don’t measure up?
The Sumo Logic Apps for Azure – Azure Audit, Azure Network
Watcher Azure SQL, Azure Active Directory, and Azure Web
Apps - collect valuable diagnostic, performance, audit, and
security data for your infrastructure and applications running in
Microsoft Azure.

Visibility across hybrid environments: Visualize and run
operations and security on your workloads in real time, identify
issues and expedite root-cause analysis across Azure, other
clouds, and on-premise environments, from the infrastructure and
up to the application stack.
Strengthening security and compliance: Monitor user access,
platform configurations and changes across all Azure and onpremise workloads and generate audit trails to demonstrate
compliance (e.g. PCI, HIPAA, etc.). Diagnostic and performance
information across the various Sumo Logic Applications for Azure
is collected from Azure Monitor, Azure Event Hub, and Azure
Storage. Audit data is collected from the Azure Insights
Events API.

About Sumo Logic
Accelerating cloud migration: Migrate to Azure faster and with
confidence by mitigating application performance risk via powerful
automated metrics and log files analytics.

Sumo Logic is the leading cloud-native, machine data analytics
platform, that delivers real-time, continuous intelligence across
the application lifecycle and stack.
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